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U.S. MARINE VETERAN TREVOR REED IS
RELEASED FROM RUSSIA IN A PRISONER SWAP
The Russian Foreign Ministry says Reed was
exchanged for jailed pilot Konstantin Yaroshenko in
a prisoner swap that took place in an unspecified
European country on April 27.
Yaroshenko was sentenced in 2011 to 20
years in prison for conspiring to import more than
$100 million worth of cocaine into the U.S.
Reed was detained during a trip to the country
in 2019 and accused of attacking a Moscow police
officer. He was sentenced in 2020 to nine years in
jail. He says he doesn’t remember the events of
that night because he was drunk, and his family
has accused Russian officials of fabricating the
charge.
John Sullivan, the U.S. Ambassador to
Russia, has said the alleged crime “obviously did
not occur” and called his trial “a theater of the
absurd.”

The 30-year-old had made headlines recently
for holding a second hunger strike in prison to
protest his treatment by Russian authorities,
saying he was not being treated for symptoms of
possible tuberculosis and instead was placed to
solitary confinement. His parents, Joey and Paula
Reed, staged a protest outside of the White House
last month in order to raise awareness about his
situation and (successfully) press for an in-person
meeting with Biden.
Earlier this month, a Russian court decided
to delay Reed’s appeal and he was expected to
remain in prison as the appeal was sent to a lower
court. However, in an unexpected but welcome
turn of events, the family announced on April 27
that Reed had been released after being wrongfully
detained for 985 days.

UNWTO members vote to suspend Russia
The Russian Federation has been
suspended from the World Tourism
Organization (UNWTO), losing with
immediate effect its rights and privileges
as part of the United Nations specialized
agency.
Meeting for a first extraordinary
UNWTO General Assembly, Members
debated the suspension of Russia
from the Organization, as decided by
the UNWTO Executive Council at its
emergency meeting last month. The
Russian delegation declined to step
up and defend its position, and instead
announced its withdrawal from UNWTO
before the debate took place.
The decision is effective immediately, while voluntary withdrawal is only
effective one year after a Member submits an official communication through
the appropriate channels.
Tourism is a pillar of peace and
international friendship, and Members
of UNWTO must uphold these values or
face consequences, with no exceptions.
UNWTO Secretary-General Zurab
Pololikashvili said: “UNWTO’s Members
have sent a clear message: Tourism is a
pillar of peace and international friendship, and Members of UNWTO must up-
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The UNWTO General Assembly voted to suspend the Russian Federation’s
membership effective immediately, thereby losing its rights and privileges to
receive services from the organization. Inset: Zurab Pololikashvili, SecretaryGeneral of the World Tourism Organization

hold these values or face consequences, with no exceptions. This emergency
General Assembly shows that Russia’s
actions are indefensible and contrary
to the very principles of UNWTO and of
international governance.”
Effective immediately, the Russian
Federation will not be able to exercise

the rights or enjoy the privileges of
UNWTO membership. This means it will
not be able to receive services from the
Organization, including Technical Assistance, nor will the Russian Federation
be able to participate in any UNWTO
meetings or events. - breakingtravelnews.com

Gov. DeSantis signs legislation to protect Floridians
from discrimination and woke indoctrination

HIALEAH GARDENS, Fla. — On April 22,
Governor Ron DeSantis signed House Bill (HB)
7, to give businesses, employees, children and
families tools to stand up against discrimination
and woke indoctrination.
The bill includes provisions to prevent discriminatory instruction in the workplace and in public
schools and defines individual freedoms based on
the fundamental truth that all individuals are equal
before the law and have inalienable rights.
This legislation is the first of its kind in the
nation to take on both corporate wokeness and
Critical Race Theory in schools in one act.

I am pleased to announce the release of
U.S. citizen Trevor Reed, who was wrongfully
detained in Russia. We extend our deep
appreciation to our many allies and partners
who helped us in this effort.
I also wish to commend Special
Presidential Envoy for Hostage Affairs
Ambassador Carstens, Ambassador John
Sullivan, and others in our government
who have worked tirelessly to achieve this
outcome.
We welcome this important release,
while continuing to call for the release of
wrongfully detained U.S. citizen Paul Whelan.
We also remain committed to securing the
freedom of all U.S. nationals wrongfully
detained abroad.

From :

URBI ET ORBI MESSAGE
OF HIS HOLINESS POPE FRANCIS
Easter 2022, Vatican

“ Dear brothers and sisters,
every war brings in its wake consequences that affect the entire human
family: from grief and mourning to the
drama of refugees, and to the economic and food crisis, the signs of
which we are already seeing. Faced
with the continuing signs of war, as
well as the many painful setbacks
to life, Jesus Christ, the victor over
sin, fear and death, exhorts us not
to surrender to evil and violence.
Brothers and sisters, may we be won
over by the peace of Christ! Peace
is possible; peace is a duty; peace is
everyone’s primary responsibility”!

NewsBriefs
PHL now open to fully vaxxed foreign tourists
Malacañang has,announced that beginning April 1, 2022, foreign nationals may now enter the Philippines without the need of an Entry Exemption
Document (EDD), subject to conditions.
Presidential Communications Undersecretary and Deputy Presidential
Spokesperson Michel Kristian R. Ablan announced, which has been earlier
approved by the Inter-Agency task Force (IATF) in its 165th meeting.

Glasgow Declaration on Climate Action in Tourism
surpasses 500 signatories

The number of signatories to the Glasgow Declaration on Climate Action
in Tourism has passed the 500-mark, just four months after the landmark initiative was launched at the Un Climate Change Conference (Cop26, November 2021). Coinciding with International Mother Earth Day, The World Tourism
Organization (UNWTO) has announced that Expedia Group, Booking Holdings and Condé Nast have become the latest signatories, joining stakeholders
of all sizes and from every part of the diverse sector.

ISIS ‘Beatle’ convicted for role in hostage-taking scheme

GOV. ROB DeSANTIS

WHO recommends highly successful COVID-19 therapy

Britain’s Queen Elizabeth II
celebrated her 96th birthday on
Thursday, April 21, 2022, in the
same year that marks her 70
years on the throne. Elizabeth
is the longest-lived and longestreigning British monarch. Wikipedia

STATEMENT FROM THE
U.S. EMBASSY IN RUSSIA
ON THE RELEASE OF U.S.
CITIZEN TREVOR REED

On April 23, WHO made a strong recommendation for nirmatrelvir and ritonavir,
sold under the name Paxlovid, for mild and moderate COVID-19 patients at highest
risk of hospital admission, calling it the best therapeutic choice for high-risk patients
to date. However, availability, lack of price transparency in bilateral deals made by
the producer, and the need for prompt and accurate testing before administering
it, are turning this life-saving medicine into a major challenge for low- and middleincome countries.
Pfizer’s oral antiviral drug (a combination of nirmatrelvir and ritonavir tablets) is
strongly recommended for patients with non-severe COVID-19 who are at highest
risk of developing severe disease and hospitalization, such as unvaccinated, older,
or immunosuppressed patients. This recommendation is based on new data from
two randomized controlled trials involving 3078 patients. The data show that the risk
of hospitalization is reduced by 85% following this treatment.
International News Media

A federal jury convicted former British citizen El Shafee Elsheikh, a militant fighter for the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS), a foreign terrorist
organization, on all eight charges that were brought against him in the United
States relating to his participation in a brutal hostage-taking scheme that
resulted in the deaths of four American citizens, as well as the deaths of British
and Japanese nationals, in Syria.

Physician indicted in $10 million health care fraud scheme
A New York physician was charged in the Eastern District of New York for
an alleged $10 million health care fraud scheme involving the submission of
false and fraudulent claims to Medicare and Medicare Part D plans. According to court documents, Elemer Raffai, 56, of Rome, between approximately
July 2016 and June 2017, allegedly signed prescriptions and order forms via
purported telemedicine services for durable medical equipment (DME) that
were not medically necessary. The indictment alleges that Raffai, with others,
submitted approximately $10 million in false and fraudulent claims to Medicare
for DME, and Medicare paid more than $4 million on those claims.
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From : Dr. Raquel Ramsey
To: Lt. Col. Edwin Price Ramsey

REMEMBERING ED ON HIS BIRTHDAY ON HIS BIRTHDAY, MAY 9, 2022
Dear Family and Friends,
There are so many moments that I want to
capture in my wonderful life with Ed and share with
you as I remember him on his Birthday.
I am including here the times he came
with me as I organized and anchored the MISS
HISPANIDAD Competition sponsored by the MISS
HISPANIDAD CULTURAL, EDUCATIONAL AND
RESEARCH FOUNDATION in The Philippines as
Executive Director.

I am also including his autograph in my Guest
Book which tells you why I chose his favorite song
“YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE” by Debby Boone to
remember him by.
YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE
So many nights
I’d sit by my window
Waiting for someone
To sing me his song
So many dreams
I’d kept deep inside me
Alone in the dark
But now you’ve come along
And You
Light up my life
You give me hope
To carry on
You light up my days
And fill my nights with song
Rolling at Sea
Adrift in the waters

Ed and Raqui at the Army Ball 1992.

Gift of Love from

Could it be finally
I’m turning for home?
Finally a chance
o say “Hey, I Love you”
Never again
To be all alone
Repeat verse: And You...
It can’t be wrong
when it feels so right
‘Cause you
YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE
I also remember the many military events we
attended together like the Army Ball in 1992. I am
so proud of his service to our nation.
I will always keep him in my
and in my
Mind as I know he will stay beside me forever. We
will meet again...
All my love,
Raqui

Ukraine: Inside Kharkiv’s subway stations, MSF
mobile clinics care for those trapped by war
MSF doctor Morten Rostrup shares stories of despair and resilience

INTERNATIONAL NEWS MEDIA

Celebrating the Life of

TERESA ZACARIAS PASCUAL
Date of Birth: October 15, 1918
Date of Death: March 26, 2022

“She served as an inspiration of the school children in her
barrio, that many of them followed in her footsteps and
became teachers themselves.”
Teresa Zacarias Pascual, 103 years old, a retired Elementary School Teacher and a former
resident of San Diego, was born on October 15,
1918, in Barrio Nancasalan, Mangatarem, Pangasinan, Philippines. She passed away Saturday, March 26, 2022.
She was a role model and a great inspiration for many. Upon retirement, she spent
her time doing community work and enjoyed

gardening, sewing, and cooking. She was
preceded in death by her husband, Demetrio
Olegario Pascual, and survived by her children:
Lelalee P. Rabago, Yvonne P. Floro, Dennis Z.
Pascual, Febe P. Apostol, Mae P. Panuyas, Dante
Z. Pascual and Leslie P. Bugarin including 22
grandchildren and 21 great-grandchildren.
She will forever be remembered for her
strength, courage, and kindness.

+ May GOD bless her soul +
Family gathered for 100th birthday
celebration of Grandma Teresa.

Since the beginning of the war in
Ukraine, Kharkiv, the country’s secondlargest city, has been severely affected
by the Russian offensive. While many
of the 1.8 million people who lived in
Kharkiv before the war broke out have
fled, some 350,000 who were unwilling
or unable to leave remain in the city,
according to local authorities.
Many have taken refuge in
underground subway stations to escape
the incessant bombing. Trapped
underground, they are cut off from
essential services, including health
care. From children who are too afraid
to fall asleep to people who feel like
they can’t breathe to patients with high
blood pressure at risk of stroke, Doctors
Without Borders/Médecins Sans
Frontières (MSF) mobile clinics working
in several stations on three of Kharkiv’s
subway lines are treating a wide range
of health conditions, both pre-existing
and related to or exacerbated by the
conflict.
Here, MSF doctor Morten Rostrup
describes his experiences caring for
patients in the tunnels beneath the city.
She was sitting on a bench in front
of me at one of the metro stations in
Kharkiv. Since the war broke out, the
stations have functioned as shelters and
thousands of people are sleeping on
the platforms and in the train carriages.

The woman had been thrown out of
bed when a rocket hit her apartment
building. She had seen her aunt killed a
few meters away from her. She couldn’t
talk about it but burst into a flood of
tears as she sat looking downwards.
She was shaking. She wasn’t alone
in seeking medical care this evening.
There were many others.
A seven-year-old girl who had
constant nightmares and was afraid
of falling asleep. People experiencing
physical pains they couldn’t explain.
People who felt like they couldn’t
breathe. A woman with sky-high blood
pressure who was at risk of having a
stroke. An old man who showed me
pictures of his three grandchildren. One
of the children had been killed in an
airstrike two days earlier, the other two
were in hospital, one of them critically
injured. The children’s father was also
killed. The old man had suffered a
stroke and had high blood pressure.
I have had many moving
encounters with different people over
these past few weeks. Our team from
MSF travels from one metro station
to the next. In the evenings we carry
out dozens of medical consultations
before pulling out our sleeping bags and
spending the night there.
I have worked in many crises and
war zones, but I have never heard it so
explicitly stated, that our presence has
such a significant impact on people.
Our presence can provide hope, peace,
and a sense of security. It is a concrete
symbol that we care.

Lelalee Rabago with mom

Grandma Teresa with
Mae Panuyas ( L) and
Febe Apostol ( R)
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Teresa Pascual’s children from left to right :
Mae Panuyas, Lelalee Rabago, Yvonne Floro,
Dennis Pascual, and Febe Apostol. Bottom
right photo shows: Lelalee Rabago with brother
Dennis Pascual with their mom.

A man sits on a metro bench between
train carriages where people now
live, sheltering from airstrikes and
shelling.Ukraine 2022 © Adrienne
Surprenant/MYOP
International News Media

Dr. Morten Rostrup provides medical
consultations in a metro station in
Kharkiv.Ukraine 2022 © MSF
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Message from Secretary of State Antony J. Blinken
on the 52nd annual Earth Day celebration

INTERNATIONAL NEWS MEDIA

An Exclusive Interview by AWEE ABAYARIwith FRANCISCO M. RODRÍGUEZ MARTIN
• Ingeniero de Montes, Diplomado en Ordenación del Territorio por la Universidad Politécnica de Madrid
• Curso de Planificación y Manejo de Áreas Naturales (National Parks Service, Department of the Interior. U.S.A.)
• Jefe de Servicio de Parques Nacionales del Instituto Nacional para la Conservación de la Naturaleza (ICONA)
• Director de las empresas ESPACIOS NATURALES, S.A., y ASERCON S.L.,
• Jefe de Unidad de Medio Ambiente. Ministerio de Defensa
For more of the interview:
www.youtube.com/AweeAbayari • www.youtube.com/AANewsMedia
AWEE ABAYARI: What is your message for Earth Day
2022?
¿Cuál es tu mensaje para el Día de la Tierra 2022?
FRANCISCO RODRIGUEZ MARTIN: La sociedad,
las personas han de tomar conciencia de que la Tierra
y sus recursos no son ilimitados y que el principal
perjudicado de las agresiones humanas a la Tierra y a
sus recursos son las persona y sus actividades…¡no la
Tierra! La Tierra y sus recursos seguirán evolucionando y
recuperándose, el hombre lo tiene más difícil.
AWEE ABAYARI: What is the future of the
environment in our planet earth?
¿Cuál es el futuro del medio ambiente en el planeta
Tierra ?
FRANCISCO RODRÍGUEZ MARTIN: La naturaleza
y el medio ambiente tienen capacidades importantes de
defensa, recuperación y reversibilidad ante las agresiones
humanas, hasta que se llega a un punto de no retorno en
que los daños son irreversibles, pero lo son para el hombre
que sufrirá el principal daño.
AWEE ABAYARI: How does war affect the
environment ?
¿Cómo afecta la guerra al medio ambiente?
FRANCISCO RODRÍGUEZ MARTIN: En una guerra

las consideraciones ambientales no se tienen en cuenta,
por lo tanto lo más probable es que el medio ambiente
sufra graves deterioros en los escenarios bélicos.
AWEE ABAYARI: What role do we play to help save
our planet?
¿Qué papel desempeñamos para ayudar a salvar
nuestro Planeta?
FRANCISCO RODRÍGUEZ MARTIN: Insisto en que
no es a nuestro Planeta a quien salvamos, nuestro respeto
al medio ambiente y la naturaleza de nuestro Planeta
es para salvar al hombre y la humanidad…el Planeta se
deteriora, pero su capacidad resiliente es mucho mayor
que la del hombre y la humanidad.
AWEE ABAYARI: Give simple and specific examples
on how we can help save our planet.
Da ejemplos sencillos y específicos sobre cómo
podemos ayudar a salvar nuestro planeta.
FRANCISCO RODRÍGUEZ MARTIN: Consumir
menos recursos, entre ellos la energía y respeto máximo a
la biodiversidad
AWEE ABAYARI : Thank you and Happy Earth Day.
Gracias y feliz Día de la Tierra .

Celebrating Dutch-American Friendship Day
April 19 marks Dutch-American
Friendship Day, the anniversary of the
day in 1782 when John Adams was
received by the States General in the
Hague and became America’s first
ambassador to the Netherlands. Adams’
house at Fluwelen Burgwal 18 in the
Hague became one of the first American
embassies in the world.
As America’s first ambassador to
the Netherlands, Adams signed in 1782
the first Treaty of Amity and Commerce
between the Netherlands and the United
States. This treaty was an important
step in the United States’ efforts to
take its rightful place in the world as a
sovereign state. The treaty strengthened
the economic ties that existed between
the two nations since the 17th century.
When President Ronald Reagan
designated this day as Dutch-American
Friendship Day in 1982, he explained
that our relationship is “the United
States’ longest unbroken, peaceful

relationship with any foreign country.”
Our relationship remains strong
today, as evidenced by our robust
economic ties, our joint efforts in
international- and NATO missions to
make the world safer and more secure,
and our cooperation in diplomacy,
culture and innovation.
We celebrate the values that
the US and the Netherlands have in
common. We celebrate the 4.5 million
Americans who have Dutch heritage.
And we honor the sacrifices that the US
has made to secure our freedom in the
Netherlands. - Source: Embassy of the
Netherlands

APEC to make food security more sustainable
With food
prices rising globally,
countries in Asia
and the Pacific aim
to collaborate to
ensure food security
while also reducing
the environmental
impacts of food chains,
according to one of
Thailand’s senior
officials at APEC.
Thailand is hosting APEC 2022, the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation, and
the Kingdom is aiming to contribute to the group’s policymaking efforts, aside from
facilitating the many conferences and summit of leaders during the year.
“Despite having various individual food systems, member economies are
confronted with similar vulnerabilities, and this is why collaboration will be key in our
efforts to strengthen food security in APEC,” said Chantanon Wannakejohn, Chair of
the APEC Policy Partnership on Food Security
APRIL 2022

As we celebrate the 52nd annual Earth Day,
we are able to reflect on the past year as the
period when we gained momentum in our global
commitment to foster a healthier planet.
This Administration has made the climate
crisis a foreign policy priority by working to scale
up global ambition to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, infusing the climate dimension into
our broader policy, and significantly increasing
investments in climate adaptation and resilience.
Thanks to U.S. leadership at COP26 in Glasgow,
the world is much closer to keeping a 1.5 degrees
Celsius limit on global temperature rise within
reach. We also released the United States Long-Term Strategy under the Paris
Agreement, which outlines how we will achieve a net-zero economy by 2050, and,
in partnership with the EU, we enlisted more than a hundred countries in the fight
to reduce methane emissions — regarded as the single most effective near-term
strategy to limit warming. In addition, President Biden committed the United States
to the ambitious goal of conserving at least 30 percent of U.S. lands and waters by
2030, and we hope other countries around the world will adopt similarly ambitious
conservation efforts.
The United States is also proud to have played a significant role in reaching
consensus at the UN Environment Assembly this year to launch an international
negotiating process on a global agreement to end plastic pollution. This effort
underscores the importance of addressing pollution while we tackle climate change
and other environmental challenges. The Department is also working to support the
Administration’s vision for sustainability in Federal Government operations, which
puts agencies on the road to net-zero emissions.
As we take stock of our efforts, we remain clear-eyed about the reality
that communities across the world are currently suffering due to environmental
destruction and damage, including those in Ukraine who have experienced
devastating loss of life due to Russia’s invasion. On this anniversary of Earth Day,
we continue working towards environmental and diplomatic solutions that foster a
healthier planet for all.

SWEDEN-U.S. GREEN
TRANSITION INITIATIVE
LAUNCHED

Do not be anxious about anything, but in every
situation, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving,
present your requests to God.
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The Embassy of Sweden in
Washington DC, Business Sweden,
the Swedish Energy Agency and
Sweden’s innovation agency Vinnova
launch the Green Transition Initiative
(GTI) to accelerate Swedish-American
collaboration in the transition toward a
low-carbon economy.
The initiative will strengthen the
bilateral partnership between Sweden
and the United States in research and
development (R&D), innovation, trade
and investment by acting as a hub for
Swedish and American companies,
government agencies and partner
organizations.
The goals of GTI are to support
the green technology implementation
in the United States in sectors such
as transportation, energy, industry and
sustainable buildings, establish Sweden
as a key partner to the United States in
its climate transition and promote green
jobs.
Sweden is well-positioned to
support the United States’ ambitious
climate goal of achieving net-zero
greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.
Sweden aims to become the world’s
first fossil-free welfare nation and has
a strong collaboration between the
academic, private and public sectors
with multiple companies at the forefront
of innovative green solutions.
An initial project group of four
individuals – three in Washington DC
and one in Silicon Valley – will lead
the initiative. Business Sweden, the
Swedish Energy Agency and Vinnova
have committed a total yearly budget
of 9 million SEK (approximately 1
million USD) for GTI’s implementation.
- Source: Embassy of Sweden
International News Media
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Southeast Asian nations eye unified health passport
By JOYCE ANN L. ROCAMORA
MANILA – Southeast Asian nations are discussing the
possibility of a unified health passport to facilitate seamless
travel for tourists, Tourism Secretary Bernadette RomuloPuyat said Thursday.
The official made the statement during the 2022 World
Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC) Global Summit when asked
to comment on the viability of a “global health passport” that
could be adopted across continents.
“Actually we are talking in the Asean (Association of
Southeast Asian Nations), we start first with Asean, Southeast
Asia in unifying our health protocols,” Romulo-Puyat said.
“[W]hat’s more important is to make it less tedious so that
Tourism Secretary Bernadette Romulo-Puyat (middle)
you don’t have to answer so many things and for the traveler
(PNA photo by Joey Razon)
to just not think that it’s such a burden to travel. We want to
make it as seamless as possible,” she added.
need to standardize coronavirus-related travel requirements in
During the summit attended by more than 1,000
countries of destination, especially now that travel demand is
delegates in Manila, tourism stakeholders underscored the
recovering from pandemic-driven restrictions. - PNA

34.5K PH Army personnel join absentee voting
By PRIAM NEPOMUCENO

MANILA – Some 34,570 personnel from the Philippine
Army (PA) registered to cast their votes in the local absentee
voting scheduled from April 27 to 29.
“According to the Commission on Elections (Comelec), a
total of 34,570 PA personnel have qualified for local absentee
voting. Local absentee voters are eligible to vote for national
candidates -- president, vice president, senators, and party-list
(representative) -- during the three-day local absentee voting

MEN IN UNIFORM. Philippine Army troops undergo
pre-voting procedure during the local absentee voting on
April 28, 2022 at the Ricarte Hall of the Philippine Army
Officers’ Clubhouse, Fort Bonifacio, Metro Manila.
These men in uniform are deployed for election duties on
May 9. (Photo courtesy of the PNA)

period that will end on April 29, 2022,” Army spokesperson
Col. Xerxes Trinidad said in a statement Thursday night.
He added that these are the PA personnel who are
deployed for election duties this May 9.
The local absentee voting for qualified PA personnel
started on Thursday.
“In his earlier guidance, Army Commanding General Lt.
Gen. (Romeo) Brawner (Jr.) has reminded Army troops of
their two tasks in the May 2022 national and local polls -- to
practice the right of suffrage and to ensure the safe, orderly,
and peaceful conduct of elections,” Trinidad said.
Brawner directed troops to observe the organization’s
non-partisan stance and to refrain from liking, sharing, or
posting social media content that is political in nature.
Meanwhile, some 1,349 National Capital Region Police
Office (NCRPO) personnel availed of absentee voting,
allowing them the opportunity to exercise their constitutional
right of suffrage in advance.
The NCRPO covers five districts -- the Manila Police
District (MPD), Quezon City Police District (QCPD), Northern
Police District (NPD), Southern Police District(SPD), and
Eastern Police District (EPD).
NCRPO Director Maj. Gen. Felipe Natividad on Thursday
said a total of 203 personnel of the Regional Headquarters;
116 from NPD; 143 from EPD; 113 from MPD; 332 from SPD
; and 442 from QCPD were approved by the Comelec to avail
the absentee voting. (With report from Christopher Lloyd
Caliwan/PNA)

The United States welcomes the adoption of a resolution at the
Organization of American States (OAS) suspending Russia as a Permanent
Observer to that institution. With the passage of this resolution, OAS member
states demonstrated that we do not stand on the sidelines in the face of the
Russian government’s violations of international humanitarian law and human
rights abuses. Our Hemisphere stands with Ukraine.
The Kremlin’s inhumanity in its premeditated, unprovoked, unjust war
against Ukraine is horrifically clear. Deaths and destruction mount daily.
More than 10 million Ukrainian citizens and others have been uprooted by the
Kremlin’s coldblooded aggression. On a global scale, Putin’s senseless war of
choice has hurt economies and threatened the food security of the world’s most
vulnerable. As President Biden stated, “An overwhelming majority of nations
recognize that Putin is not only attacking Ukraine, he is attacking the very
foundations of global peace and security.”
The Russian government’s brutal attack against Ukraine’s territorial
integrity and sovereignty demonstrates the Kremlin’s utter contempt for the
values of democracy and respect for human rights, values that form the
bedrock of the Inter American system. We commend the governments of
Antigua and Barbuda and Guatemala for leading the adoption of the resolution,
and all the governments that supported it.
The OAS action today sends a clear message to the Kremlin. The
overwhelming number of countries in the Americas called upon the Kremlin
to end its unconscionable war of choice, withdraw its forces, and comply with
international law.

U. S. Consul celebrates Jeju’s
environmental and educational offerings

On April 13, U.S. Consul David J. Jea completed with Jeju’s Bicycle Federation
a two-day, 234-kilometer circumnavigation of Jeju Island’s beautiful coastline. Jeju
provincial government and Jeju Tourism Organization welcomed the riders and the
ride’s spotlight on Jeju’s natural beauty and bike-friendly infrastructure. The Consul
also visited the U.S.-affiliated St. Johnsbury Academy at the Global Education City;
learned about wind energy at the Korea Institute of Energy Research Jeju Global
Center; and met with students at Halla University.

Secretary Lorenzana bids farewell
to U.S. Defense Secretary Austin

Belgium sends
emergency supplies to
Slovakia and Moldova
via B-Fast
Belgium is sending humanitarian
material to Slovakia and Moldavia via
the B-FAST emergency aid mechanism,
for an amount of 2 million euros. For
Slovakia, it is sanitary material (FFP2
face masks, donated by the FPS Public
Health) and first aid equipment (generators, camp beds, mattresses, blankets).
For Moldavia, it is also first aid equipment: tents, generators and hygiene
kits.
Belgium is responding to requests
for assistance from Slovakia and Moldova introduced through the European
Union’s civil protection mechanism
(UCPM).
Following the military invasion
of Ukraine by Russia, both countries
are facing a large influx of people from
Ukraine, mainly women and children.
Belgium wishes to express its solidarity with the Ukrainian authorities and
population, during these very difficult
circumstances, as well as with the
neighboring countries that are directly
affected by this conflict.
The FPS Foreign Affairs coordinates this B-FAST mission, , as well as
the FPS Public Health, Defense, the
FPS Interior and the FPS BOSA for
logistical and administrative support.
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Statement of Secretary of State Antony J. Blinken
on Suspension of Russia’s Permanent Observer
Status at the Organization of American States

International News Media

Philippine Defense Secretary Delfin N. Lorenzana (right), accompanied
by PH Envoy Jose Manuel Romualdez (center), personally bids farewell
to US Secretary of Defense Lloyd J. Austin III (left) at the Pentagon
on 18 April 2022. They discussed issues of mutual concern such as the
strengthening of the Philippines-US alliance, deepening of bilateral defense and security cooperation, and promoting regional peace and stability. Sec. Lorenzana will end his tenure as Philippine Defense Secretary
in June 2022. (Photo by US Department of Defense)
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Keep your lives free from the love of money and be content with what
you have, because God has said, “Never will I leave you; never will I
forsake you.” – Hebrews 13:5
APRIL 2022

INM Book Choice
THE DAY THE WORLD STOPS SHOPPING
How Ending Consumerism Saves
the Environment and Ourselves
by J.B. MacKINNON
Consuming less is our best
strategy for saving the planet—but
can we do it? In this thoughtful and
surprisingly optimistic book, journalist
J. B. MacKinnon investigates how
we may achieve a world without
shopping.
***
We can’t stop shopping. And
yet we must. This is the consumer
dilemma.
The economy says we must
always consume more: even the
slightest drop in spending leads
to widespread unemployment,
bankruptcy, and home foreclosure.
The planet says we consume
too much: in America, we burn
the earth’s resources at a rate five
times faster than it can regenerate.
And despite efforts to “green”
our consumption—by recycling,
increasing energy efficiency, or using
solar power—we have yet to see a
decline in global carbon emissions.
Addressing this paradox
head-on, acclaimed journalist J.
B. MacKinnon asks, What would
really happen if we simply stopped
shopping? Is there a way to reduce
our consumption to earth-saving
levels without triggering economic
collapse? At first this question took
him around the world, seeking
answers from America’s big-box
stores to the hunter-gatherer cultures
of Namibia to communities in
Ecuador that consume at an exactly
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NASA , Partners Develop
“Lunar Backpack” Technology
To Aid New Moon Explorers

The Kinematic Navigation and
Cartography Knapsack (KNaCK) is a
mobile lidar scanner – a remote sensing
method that uses light detection and
ranging laser light to measure range.
Donned like a hiker’s backpack, it
makes use of an innovative type of lidar
called frequency modulated continuous
wave (FMCW) lidar in order to provide
Doppler velocity and range for millions
of measurement points per second.
These measurement points instantly
create a real-time navigation system,
delivering to the explorer a 3D “point
cloud” or high-resolution map of the
surrounding terrain. - NASA

HOBBY
sustainable rate. Then the thought
experiment came shockingly true:
the coronavirus brought shopping to
a halt, and MacKinnon’s ideas were
tested in real time.
Drawing from experts in fields
ranging from climate change to
economics, MacKinnon investigates
how living with less would change
our planet, our society, and
ourselves. Along the way, he reveals
just how much we stand to gain:
An investment in our physical and
emotional wellness. The pleasure of
caring for our possessions. Closer
relationships with our natural world
and one another. Imaginative and
inspiring, The Day the World Stops
Shopping will embolden you to
envision another way.

Ways to fight food waste

Over the past year, Americans
shifted to consuming more food at home
instead of eating out at restaurants,
sports venues and cafeterias, according
to the Economic Research Service.
However, many households wasted
large amounts of food due to inadequate
storage or not knowing what is in the
pantry or fridge. Reducing food waste
at home can stretch food budgets and
benefit the environment and community.
This Earth Day, find inspiration to curb
food loss and waste with two tips that
have stood the test of time:
1. Store food properly. By storing
food at proper temperatures, it stays
fresh longer. Safe food storage practices
differ by food type and preparation
method. Some items, like potatoes,
should be stored in the pantry, while
other foods like lettuce and berries are
best stored in the refrigerator.
Leftover meals and ingredients
should be stored in the refrigerator or
frozen for later use. While food storage
technology was not as advanced in the
1940s, the USDA’s Bureau of Home
Economics issued guidance on food
conservation that is similar to today. For
example, USDA recommended to keep
vegetables cold to prevent them from

• Did You Know? •

spoiling in “Wilt Not-Waste Not.”
2. Use what is in the fridge and
pantry. Many people are not aware
of ingredients they already have at
home. The food might spoil before it is
used, or people might purchase more
of something they did not realize they
already had. The First In, First Out
(FIFO) food storage method can also
help with using up foods and involves
storing older foods in the front or on top
so that they are used first.
In addition, checking to see what
is on hand in the pantry or fridge
before going to the store can prevent
overbuying. The 1984 USDA pamphlet,
“Plan Ahead to Make Your Food Dollars
Count,” suggested using a shopping list
to plan and prepare family meals for the
week.
Create a shopping list by choosing
weekly recipes, checking for what
ingredients are at home, then writing
down what ingredients and amounts are
still needed. Stick to the list to end your
shopping trip with the expected amounts
of food and money.
Having a variety of recipes and
ideas for preparing foods can also help
with using ingredients before they spoil.Nutrition.gov

BOOK COLLECTING

Acquisition of books, not only as
texts but also as objects desirable for
such qualities as their age, scarcity,
historical significance, value, beauty,
and evidence of association with some
important person. Exercising knowledge,
taste, and critical judgment, the book
collector forms a special kind of library,
intended not only for reference, current
reading, or entertainment but also for
comprehensiveness and quality within
the areas it covers.
Although such a library may
(and often does) exist simply for the
collector’s own pleasure, the very
private and personal activity of book
collecting may have significant public
benefits. - Encyclopedia Britannica

TEN SIMPLE CHOICES FOR A HEALTHIER PLANET

National Ocean Service, U.S. Department of Commerce

How to avoid rude drivers

BY CAITLYN CALLAHAN
Whether you live in a state topping the charts with the rudest drivers, or you
simply want to be safer behind the wheel, doing what you can to avoid making
another driver angry can help you be a better driver. Here are a few tips:
•
Be courteous when driving. Avoid cutting people off, flashing your lights, or
doing other actions that could be mistaken for aggression. Also pay attention to your
surroundings and move to a slower lane if someone is trying to pass you.
•
Don’t tailgate, not only because it’s rude, but also because being too close
to someone if they have to stop suddenly could cause an accident.
•
Avoid rude gestures, which can only escalate situations.
•
Use common sense. For example, don’t block parking spots or streets,
avoid double parking, don’t take a spot someone is waiting for, etc.
•
Pay attention to the road at all times. Put down your cell phone, set your
GPS before starting the trip, and make sure kids or pets are securely situated prior
to leaving. Avoiding distractions can ensure you’re keeping others around you safe.
•
Be apologetic if you make a mistake. Sending a quick wave or smile to the
other driver can go a long way. - Source: AAA

INM Travel Corner

FINANCE TIPS
DEVELOPING A BUDGET
The first step toward taking control
of your financial situation is to do a
realistic assessment of how much
money you take in and how much
money you spend.
Start by listing your income from all
sources.
Then, list your “fixed” expenses
— those that are the same each month
— like mortgage payments or rent, car
payments, and insurance premiums.
Next, list the expenses that vary
— like groceries, entertainment, and
clothing. Track your spending patterns,
identify necessary expenses, and
prioritize the rest. The goal is to make
sure you can make ends meet on the
basics: housing, food, health care,
insurance, and education. - FTC

International News Media

VATICAN CITY, in full State of the Vatican City, Independent papal state,
southern Europe, within the commune of Rome, Italy.
Area: 109 acres (44 hectares).
Population: (2013 est.) 800.
Its medieval and Renaissance walls form its boundaries except on
the southeast at St. Peter’s Square. Within the walls is the world’s smallest
independent nation-state, with its own diplomatic missions, newspaper,
post office, radio station, banking system, army of 100 Swiss Guards, and
publishing house. Extraterritoriality of the state extends to Castel Gandolfo and
to several churches and palaces in Rome proper. Its independent sovereignty
was recognized in the Lateran Treaty of 1929. The pope has absolute
executive, legislative, and judicial powers within the city. He appoints the
members of the Vatican’s government organs, which are separate from those
of the Holy See, the name given to the government of the Roman Catholic
Church.
The many imposing buildings include St. Peter’s Basilica, the Vatican
Palace, and the Vatican Museums. Frescoes by Michelangelo in the Sistine
Chapel, by Pinturicchio in the Borgia Apartment, and by Raphael in the Stanze
(rooms in the papal apartments) are also there. The Vatican Library contains a
priceless collection of manuscripts from the pre-Christian and Christian eras.
The pope and other representatives of the papal state travel widely to maintain
international relations. - Encyclopedia Britannica
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IMMIGRATION QUESTIONS
received by

FREE CONSULTATION WITH

Atty . Jack Golan
3250 Wilshire Blvd., Ste 1918, Los Angeles, CA 90010 • Tel. 213 383 3222
Question 1. I am a permanent resident. Very soon, I will apply for U.S.
citizenship. This is my problem: How can I petition for my wife and children
when I did not give this information in my green card application? -- DG
ATTY. JACK GOLAN: The facts you describe raise the question WHY?
You did not disclose very important facts about your life - WHAT did you try to
conceal from the American Consul (or the USCIS)?
The worst case scenario is that you may have committed serious
immigration FRAUD, and you could lose your legal status in the U.S.
You would be well advised not to file an application for US Citizenship
before you consult in person with an immigration lawyer. (This situation
cannot be handled over the radio or by emails).
Question 2. Before my mother passed away, she told me to search for
my American father so I can go to the United States. He never married my
mother but his name is in my birth certificate.
I am currently working in Hongkong. -- H. Miller
ATTY. JACK GOLAN: I assume that what your late mother had in mind
was for you to obtain proof that you had acquired American citizenship through
your American citizen father, at the time of your birth. This is possible, but not
easy.
First, the law about such a situation (being born out of wedlock outside of
the U.S. to a U. S. citizen father and a non-citizen mother) changes from time
to time, and the rules that apply to every individual depend on the DATE OF
BIRTH of the individual.
Second, the proof required would depend on the cooperation of the U.S.
citizen father and degree of his willingness to help you.
Therefore, the first thing you should do is to follow your mother’s advice:
locate your biological father, establish contact, find out what his attitude he has
towards you - and then decide whether you wish to spend time and money to
retain an immigration lawyer to explore your legal possibilities.

ON THE INTERNET:
BE CAUTIOUS WHEN
CONNECTED
Protect Your Systems and Data
• Keep systems and software up
to date and install a strong, reputable
anti-virus program.
• Create a strong and unique
passphrase for each online account you
hold and change them regularly. Using
the same passphrase across several
accounts makes you more vulnerable if
one account is breached.

• Do not open any attachments
unless you are expecting the file,
document, or invoice and have verified
the sender’s email address.
Source: FBI

Taxpayers who owe and missed the April 18 filing deadline
should file now to limit penalties and interest
NOT TOO LATE TO CLAIM THE CHILD TAX CREDIT FOR 2021

; WASHINGTON — The Internal
Revenue Service encourages taxpayers
who missed Monday’s April 18 tax-filing
deadline to file as soon as possible.
While taxpayers due a refund receive
no penalty for filing late, those who
owe and missed the deadline without
requesting an extension should file
quickly to limit penalties and interest.
Families who don’t owe taxes to
the IRS can still file their 2021 tax return
and claim the Child Tax Credit for the
2021 tax year at any point until April 15,
2025, without any penalty.
This year also marks the first

Motoring

SUMMER DRIVING TIPS
It’s easy to see why summer is
the most popular season for road trips.
There’s nothing like sitting next to an
open car window and letting a mild
breeze slip through your hair. But you
can’t have a memorable summer car
ride without taking care of your vehicle
and keeping safety top of mind. AAA has
you covered on both fronts.
Here are some summer driving
safety tips.
Get Your Car Ready
Dead batteries, lockouts and flat
tires are a few of the most common
reasons for breakdowns. Some of the
most important summer driving safety
tips highlight car care that can help
prevent such problems.
• Batteries have a typical lifespan
of about three to five years. That’s why
vehicles between six and 10 years old
have a high number of battery-related
issues. Drivers should have their
batteries tested at the three-year mark,
and on an annual basis going forward.
AAA members can request free tests.
• Keeping your tires in good shape
is important because they’re the only
parts of your car that touch the ground.
Drivers should check each tire’s tread
depth, inflation and overall condition
at the start of every season. “Look for
cracking, bulging or breaks,” said John
Paul, AAA’s Car Doctor. Such damage
can cause blowouts when vehicles are
traveling on hot pavement at highway
speeds. - AAA
More next time …….

“Therefore, however
you want people to treat
you, so treat them, for
this is the Law and the
Prophets.” Matthew 7:12
6
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time in history that many families with
children in Puerto Rico will be eligible
to claim the Child Tax Credit, which has
been expanded to provide up to $3,600
per child.
Some taxpayers automatically
qualify for extra time to file and pay
taxes due without penalties and interest,
including:
•
Members of the military who
served or are currently serving in a
combat zone. They may qualify for an
additional extension of at least 180 days
to file and pay taxes.
•
Support personnel in combat

zones or a contingency operation in
support of the Armed Forces. They may
also qualify for a filing and payment
extension of at least 180 days.
•
Taxpayers outside the United
States.U.S. citizens and resident aliens
who live and work outside the U.S. and
Puerto Rico, including military members
on duty who don’t qualify for the combat
zone extension, may qualify for a
2-month filing and payment extension.
•
Some disaster victims. Those
who qualify have more time to file and
paywhat they owe. - IRS

California Governor candidate
Senator Brian Dahle loves Filipinos

Senator Brian Dahle took
over the seat vacated by Ted
Gaines when he ran for another
office last 2019. Senator Dahle
was the minority leader of the
California State Assembly. Before
that he was a farmer and a
hardworking county supervisor. He
lives happily with his family and
famous wife, Assembly Woman
Megan Dahle. His platform is
admirable for he pledges that
Democrats would find in him a
more receptive ear if elected, and
is a big voice for public safety,
lowering taxes, funding the police
and reducing homelessness.
He also pushes for strong
Public School transparency.
Campaigning for him incorporating
it into her hectic schedule as
the busiest entertainer in the
Southland is Filipina dynamo Gale
Stoddard. She is one of only two
Filipino California Republican
Assembly delegates (the other
Pinoy is Ed Duterte who ran
against Maxine Waters in 2016). - Senator Brian Dahle with Filipino
political activist, Gale Stoddard.
Contributed by Gale Stoddard

USCIS Announces Online Filing
for DACA Renewal Forms

WASHINGTON— U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services announced
that individuals who previously received deferred action under Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals (DACA) may now file Form I-821D, Consideration of Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals, online.
“The expansion of online filing is a priority for USCIS as we make our
operations more efficient and effective for the agency and our stakeholders,
applicants, petitioners and requestors,” said USCIS Director Ur M. Jaddou. “The
option to file DACA renewal requests online is part of USCIS’ ongoing move
to minimize reliance on paper records and further transition to an electronic
environment.”

CBP warns against phone scams

WASHINGTON — U.S. Customs
and Border Protection is aware of
numerous telephone scams targeting
residents Individuals nationwide
have received unsolicited calls from
scammers posing as U.S. Border Patrol
agents and U.S. Customs and Border
Protection officers.
Residents are reporting calls with
a pre-recorded message stating, “a
box of drugs and money being shipped
has your name on it and has been
intercepted.” Others are reporting
calls from individuals claiming to be
CBP employees and informing call
recipients that there is a warrant for
their arrest or requesting information in
exchange for Bitcoin. In either case, the
resident is instructed to provide banking

information or other personal identifiable
information, such as social security
numbers or dates of birth.
These calls are phone scams/
phishing attempts and have been
around for the last few years. Residents
are urged to not provide the caller with
any information. The Department of
Homeland Security and CBP does not
solicit money over the phone, nor does it
use Bitcoin other digital currency or gift
cards. If such calls are received, people
should make a note of the number and
any other pertinent details about the
call and immediately hang up, and then
report the incident to your local police
department and the Federal Trade
Commissioner at https://reportfraud.ftc.
gov/.
APRIL 2022

What’s Happening?
IN LAS VEGAS
MAY 6
Legendary Barry Manilow is
in Las Vegas and he’s ready
to bring all the hits back to
the stage at the Westgate
International Theatre!

MAY 6-7
Chris Rock to bring his
“Ego Death” world tour to
The Colosseum at Caesars
Palace.

This Swiss village is said to have inspired ‘The Lord Of The Rings

We often draw inspiration from the beauty that we see in
life. Whether it be a trip to somewhere exotic and remote, or
after reading a line of poetry that seems to awaken something
deep within our souls. In the case of creating literary artwork,
such as the beloved collection of stories known as The Lord of
the Rings, J.R.R. Tolkien was said to have been inspired by one
landscape, in particular: Switzerland.
The creation of the fantastical world of Rivendell is
said to have been modeled after a small town known as
Lauterbrunnen, and it’s easy to see how this could be true.

The Cosmopolitan
of Las Vegas concierge
Paola Crow receives
Hospitality Heroes Award

MAY 9
“Wayne: Up Close and Personal” presents
the legendary entertainer at the Flamingo
where he will interact with the audience, perform
some favorite songs and share personal
career highlights through songs, film clips, and
anecdotes.
MAY 14
Watch Rod Stewart perform
his greatest hits live at The
Roman Tower at Caesars
Palace.

MAY 27
Be a part of Las Vegas history when
superstar and pop-culture icon Katy
Perry debuts as an artist-in-residence
at the Resorts World Las Vegas,
performing all her biggest hits live on
stage!

LOS ANGELES CONVENTION CENTER
LA Auto Show: November 18-27, 2022

International Beautiful You Fashion Tour: August 14, 2022
Western Food Service & Coffee Fest 2022: August 28-30, 2022
Travel & Adventure Show 2023: February 18-19, 2023

On March 27, 1912, First Lady Helen Herron Taft and the Viscountess
Chinda, wife of the Japanese ambassador, planted two Yoshino cherry trees
on the northern bank of the Potomac River Tidal Basin in Washington, D.C.
The event celebrated the Japanese government’s gift of 3,000 trees to the
United States .
The planting of cherry trees in Washington DC originated in 1912 as a
gift of friendship to the People of the United States from the People of Japan.
In Japan, the flowering cherry tree, or “Sakura,” is an important flowering
plant. The beauty of the cherry blossom is a symbol with rich meaning in
Japanese culture.

LAS VEGAS – The Las Vegas
Convention and Visitors Authority
(LVCVA) today honored Paola Crow,
veteran concierge at The Cosmopolitan
of Las Vegas, with its Hospitality Heroes
award during its board of directors
meeting. The recognition program
shines a spotlight on the top talent in
Southern Nevada’s most important
industry, celebrating exemplary
hospitality workers who help make
Las Vegas the number one tourist
destination.
Crow started her career as a
concierge in 1999 and was part of
the opening teams at a number of
Las Vegas resorts before joining The
Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas in 2010.
She was nominated for the award
by a colleague for her knowledge,
expertise, and her outstanding customer
service skills. Crow is also a member
of the esteemed Les Clefs d’Or, an
international association of hotel
concierges representing extraordinary
concierge professionals.

KENNEDY CENTER

DISCOVER VIENNA

An incredible variety awaits you in Vienna’s hotel scene,
where modern hotels are side-by-side with some of the most
storied stays!

Les Ballets de Monte-Carlo:
Cendrillon
NOV. 17 - 20, 2022
For its Kennedy Center debut,
Les Ballets de Monte-Carlo presents
an original adaptation of “Cinderella.”
Setting the work to Sergei Prokofiev’s
classic score, choreographer and
director Jean-Christophe Maillot adds
his own dramatic flair, mixing emotional
characterizations and emphatic
choreography with traditional ballet for a
magical evening of performance.

Rosemarie Mejia
Real Estate Agent License #01147862

Boracay, Davao and El Nido are destinations
of choice by WTTC Global Summit delegates

MANILA – Sun and beach destinations Boracay, Davao,
and El Nido in Palawan top the destinations picked by World
Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC) Global Summit delegates,
the Department of Tourism (DOT) said.
The DOT said dedicated tours in Davao and El Nido have
been fully booked, followed by Ilocos region with only two slots
left, and Boracay.
“The DOT is honored to have our esteemed delegates
visit our top destinations for the post-tours component of the
WTTC 2022 Global Summit. Aside from the usual sun and
beach/holiday portfolio, we’ve also integrated fun experiences
involving food and gastronomy, and wellness to make the trips
more memorable for the guests,” it said in a statement.
APRIL 2022
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3511 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90019
rosemariemejia@gmail.com • 323 997 3838
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SAVE OUR PLANET

Earth Day
APRIL 22, 2022

OUR MISSION AND WHAT WE DO
Our Mission

The mission of EPA is to protect human health and the environment.
EPA works to ensure that:
•
Americans have clean air, land and water;
•
National efforts to reduce environmental risks are based on the best available scientific
information;
•
Federal laws protecting human health and the environment are administered and enforced
fairly, effectively and as Congress intended;
•
Environmental stewardship is integral to U.S. policies concerning natural resources, human
health, economic growth, energy, transportation, agriculture, industry, and international trade,
and these factors are similarly considered in establishing environmental policy;
•
All parts of society--communities, individuals, businesses, and state, local and tribal
                 governments--have access to accurate information sufficient to effectively participate in
managing human health and environmental risks;
•
Contaminated lands and toxic sites are cleaned up by potentially responsible parties and
revitalized; and
•
Chemicals in the marketplace are reviewed for safety.
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